
                                                                  Shooting Course

                                       Tactical Training Team                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                 Including: 
                                                                                                - PISTOL Basic Course
                                                                                                  - RIFLE Basic Course
                                                                                            - SHOTGUN Basic Course
                                  
                                                                                           (2 days course/3 night)
                                              

                        
Work system: Tactical Training Team 

Necessary prior skills:  it is not indispensable

Number of participants: max. 12

Scope of the course: aimed at active personnel of police, army, private security companies and 
civilian sector. The form, contents and dynamics are is adapted to the need for progressive 
advancement and preparation of an individual for the participation in more complex forms of training, 
and to offer information and to develop progressive skills in the tactical usage of the 
pistol/rifle/shotgun in different tactical situations.

Manner of work: individual
                            
Contents: 
- safety procedures with a firearm 
- basic shooting skills, shooting techniques 
- using dominant and non-dominant arm for shooting 
- moving with a weapon 
- shooting stances 
- going from one stance to another 
- shooting positions
- using cover 
- select of baricade – what is a baricade
- shooting of barricade/shelters
- shooting on the move 
- shooting the moving targets 
- shooting multiple targets 
- malfunctions, types, detection, removal 
- magazine change (speed, tactical, retntions, iraqy...) 

Necessary equipment:
- personal weapon, pistol Glock 17/19/Bereta 92F (9x19mm)
- rifle with tactical sling AK47/M21/M4/M7 (5,56x45mm)
- shotgun .12 Benelli Nova Tactical/Mossberg 500
- tactical pistol holster, magazine holsters (2)
- spare magazine for pistol (2) 
- spare magazine for rifle (6)
- tactical vest
- working clothes: uniform/suit/casual clothes 
- belt
- footwear
- protective gear: goggles, ear-protection, hat/cap...
- windproof jacket 
- knee and elbow protection (recommended) 



- tactical light with spare battery
- cleaning kit 
- water bottle 
- notebook and pencil (recommendation) 
- small backpack (recommended) 
- first bandage, CAT (recommended) 

Ammunition:
- 9x19mm: 300 rounds per candidat
- 7,62x39/5,56x45mm: 300 rounds
- .12 slug; .00; bird shot: total 200 rounds

Course price: 1.500,oo Euro (including 20% VAT) per candidat

Price includes: 
- Hotel accommodation and food, three meals of choice of lunch    
- Transportation from the airport to the hotel, during the entire course and back from the 

hotel to the airport 
- Weapons, ammunition and all necessary equipment for participation in the course 
- Medical examination of all participants, prior to the beginning
- Medical support during during the entire course (24 hours) 
- Around the clock presence of TTT personnel 
- Around the clock presence and active participation of an interpreter (English, French, 

Russian…) 
- Complete support in contacts and communication with local and state representatives od 

administration and security services 
- T-shirts and caps for participants 
- Certificate of participation 
- DVD/photo
- Closing banquet dinner 

Payment conditions: 100% in advance, before the start course.

Important: all participants must sign a declaration of acceptance of responsibility 
and submit the required documents at the request of the organizers. 

Time of the course realization: November 28 and 29, 2015.

Information and applications: office@tactical-spec.com | www.tactical-spec.com


